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Dynamical correlations in the homogeneous electron gas are a central issue in time-dependent density
functional theory and are investigated here by evaluating exactly the leading corrections to the RPA proper
polarizability. We obtain Im e(k ,v) at arbitrary k and v outside the ~single! particle-hole excitation spectrum.
We calculate the imaginary part of the local field factor Im G(k ,v) and compare Im e(k ,v) with contributions
arising from band structure effects in Al. These results are applied to Al to discuss their relative importance on
plasmon damping and on the high frequency tail in the dynamical structure factor. Dynamical correlations
mediated by the crystal potential contribute to the optical absorption of alkali metals below the onset of
interband transitions.I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Correlations in electron systems arise from the Coulomb
interaction and from the Pauli principle and are essential to
the development of approximations in density-functional
theory ~DFT!. Dynamical correlations, in particular, are cen-
tral to time-dependent density-functional theory ~TDFT!, a
very active area of research.1 As in DFT, approximations for
dynamical correlation effects are often based on the results
for the homogeneous electron gas. Here we present exact
results for dynamical correlations in the density response of
the homogeneous electron gas in the high-density limit.
Before the advent of TDFT many approximations were
proposed,2 beginning with the pioneering work of Hubbard.3
Exchange and correlation effects in the homogeneous elec-
tron gas beyond the random phase approximation ~RPA!
were accounted for by a local-field factor G(k ,v). Within a
generalized mean-field approximation4 it is defined by
e~k ,v!511v~k !
p0~k ,v!
12v~k !G~k ,v!p0~k ,v!
. ~1.1!
Here p0(k ,v) is the well-known independent particle re-
sponse function and v(k)54pe2/k2. In most applications a
frequency-independent local-field factor G(k) has been used.
The adiabatic local-density approximation is based on such a
G(k) in the limit k→0 and was applied to the calculation of
the photoabsorption cross section by Zangwill and Soven.5 In
an attempt to obtain a more realistic LDA for TDFT, Gross,
Kohn, and Iwamoto ~GKI! ~Ref. 6! focused their attention on
the time-dependent aspect. They designed a time-dependent
local-density approximation ~TLDA! from a complex
frequency-dependent interpolation formula, with the
exchange-correlation effects of the homogeneous electron
gas defined by
f xc~v ,n0!52limk→0v~k !G~k ,v!. ~1.2!
G(k ,v) ~in the small-k limit! satisfies Kramers-Kronig rela-
tions, known sum rules, and a high-frequency limit,7 n0 is
the ground-state density. It is then necessary to make a
double local-density approximation for the inhomogeneousPRB 620163-1829/2000/62~24!/16474~18!/$15.00system.6 Though more refined than the adiabatic local-
density approximation, the double local approximations
based on properties in the limit k→0 may still be questioned
from a microscopic point of view. Furthermore, there is very
little information on the microscopic mechanism of dynamic
correlations.
Any attempt to answer these questions faces a compli-
cated many-body problem. In principle, the leading correc-
tions to the RPA can be determined by many-body perturba-
tion theory in the high-density limit. One expands the proper
polarizability in terms of irreducible diagrams. Bo¨hm, Conti,
and Tosi ~BCT! ~Ref. 8! pointed out in response to the GKI
interpolation formula that an estimate of the complex
f xc(v ,n0) could be obtained from the work of Hasegawa and
Watabe ~HW!9 ~see also DuBois and Kivelson10!. HW evalu-
ated the leading corrections to the RPA in the small-k limit
from the diagrams shown in Fig. 1. BCT observed consider-
able deviations from the GKI interpolation formula.
FIG. 1. The pA , pB , and pC diagrams are lowest order correc-
tions to the RPA bubble. The wavy lines signify the dynamically
screened Coulomb interaction. (p ,p8,q ,k are four-dimensional vec-
tors including frequencies.!16 474 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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GKI approach, it is important to extend the work of BCT to
arbitrary k, because local, i.e., short-range correlations in-
crease with increasing k. The evaluation of the diagrams in
Fig. 1 for arbitrary k and v is therefore of general interest for
the understanding of both static and time-dependent response
properties. This was achieved recently for imaginary fre-
quencies by Richardson and Ashcroft11 in order to determine
the effective electron-electron interaction in the electron liq-
uid. This is needed in many calculations, but an extension to
real frequencies that can be tested directly by spectroscopic
measurements is lacking. We have been able to reduce the
numerical complications analytically to the extent that a nu-
merical evaluation has become feasible.
The pA and pB diagrams of Fig. 1 are of first order in the
dynamically RPA screened Coulomb interaction ~wavy line!.
The pC diagrams of second order in the screened Coulomb
interaction must be included for consistency, as first noticed
by Perel’ and E´ liashberg12 and confirmed later by
others.13–16 In particular, Geldart and Vosko ~GV! ~Ref. 14!
demonstrated that a consistent set of diagrams generated in a
self-consistent approximation ~SCA! must include the pC
diagrams. It will then give the correct rs dependence of the
compressibility sum rule in the high-density limit, provided
that the Coulomb interaction is screened dynamically.
Without screening, the pA and pB diagrams are the
lowest-order Hartree-Fock diagrams that were evaluated
many years ago.17 Although a substantial modification of the
particle-hole ~ph! excitations is observed, there are no exci-
tations outside the ph spectrum. As a result, the first-order
theory cannot explain well-known experimental observations
such as the plasmon damping or the high-frequency tail of
the dynamical structure factor S(k ,v), a defect that is over-
come by dynamically screening the Coulomb interaction.
B. Aim of this work
The aim in the present work is to evaluate corrections to
the RPA at arbitrary (k ,v) from the consistent set of dia-
grams shown in Fig. 1. We write the dielectric function
e(k ,v) in terms of the proper polarizability pp(k ,v), i.e.,
e~k ,v!511v~k !pp~k ,v!. ~1.3!
pp(k ,v) is expanded in terms of irreducible polarizability
diagrams
pp~k ,v!5p0~k ,v!1pA~k ,v!1pB~k ,v!
1pC~k ,v!1 . . . . ~1.4!
Here pp(k ,v)5p0(k ,v) defines the RPA, and the other
terms in Eq. ~1.4! defined by the diagrams in Fig. 1 represent
the leading corrections to the RPA. We use the notation of
Geldart and Vosko and adopt their sign convention for the
polarizability.
Our calculation proceeds as follows. When standard
methods9,13 are applied to evaluate the diagrams one is left
with seven-dimensional integrals, whose numerical evalua-
tion is a formidable task that has prevented computation at
arbitrary k and v until now. However, we have been able to
reduce all expressions analytically to three-dimensional inte-
grals, which are then evaluated numerically. Nevertheless,the evaluation of the diagrams is very complicated, and we
restrict ourselves here to discussing Im e(k ,v) outside the ph
spectrum where the diagram p0(k ,v) does not contribute.
Thus
Im e~k ,v!5v~k !Im@pA~k ,v!1pB~k ,v!1pC~k ,v!#
[Im eABC~k ,v! ~1.5!
In Sec. II the mathematical expressions corresponding to
the diagrams of Fig. 1 are presented, and the details of the
evaluation are outlined in the Appendix. The results of our
numerical evaluation of the diagrams are discussed in Sec.
III. For Al we also evaluate band structure effects for
Im e(k,v) and compare them with dynamical correlation ef-
fects. Consequences of the results on measurable physical
effects are discussed in Sec. IV. Finally a summary and con-
clusions follow in Sec. V.
II. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS OF THE DIAGRAMS
IN FIG. 1
Here we present the mathematical expressions of the dia-
grams of Fig. 1. For calculational convenience the diagrams
are first defined along the imaginary frequency axis using
temperature Green’s functions ~for details, see, for example,
Ref. 13! by
pA~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (m Uq~am!
32E d3p
~2p!3
1
b (l Gp~j l!Gp1k~j l1vn!
3Gp1q~j l1am!Gp1k1q~j l1vn1am!,
~2.1!
pB~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (m Uq~am!
32E d3p
~2p!3
1
b (l $@Gp~j l!#
2Gp1k~j l1vn!
3Gp1q~j l1am!1@Gp1k~j l1vn!#2
3Gp~j l!Gp1k1q~j l1vn1am!% ~2.2!
and
pC~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (m Uq~am!Uq1k~am1vn!
32E d3p
~2p!32E d
3p8
~2p!3
1
b2 (l ,l8
Gp8~j l8!
3Gp81k~j l81vn!Gp~j l!Gp1k~j l1vn!
3Gp1q1k~j l1am1vn!
3$Gp81k1q~j l81vn1am!1Gp82q~j l82am!%.
~2.3!
Here GP(j l) is the Green’s function for free Fermions
Gp~j l!5~j l2«P!21 ~2.4!
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j l5ip~2l11 !/b1«F ; l50,61,62, . . . ~2.5!
and «p5\2p2/2me , me is the electron mass and b
5(kBT)21. Uq(z) is the dynamically RPA screened Cou-
lomb potential at a complex frequency z
Uq~z !5v~q!/eL~q ,z !. ~2.6!
The imaginary frequencies am and vn are defined by
am5i2pm/b; m50,61,62, . . . ~2.7!
vn5i2pn/b; n51,2,3, . . . . ~2.8!
The summations over l and l8 are performed by converting
the sums into contour integrals. After some algebra we ob-
tain
pAB~k ,vn![pA~k ,vn!1pB~k ,vn!
5E d3q
~2p!3
1
b (m Uq~am!
3$F1~q ,am ;k ,vn!1F2~q ,am ;k ,vn!%,
~2.9!
and
pC~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (m Uq~am!Uq1k~vn2am!
3F3~q ,2am ;k ,vn!
3@F3~q ,2am ;k ,vn!1F3~q ,am ;k ,2vn!# ,
~2.10!
where
F1~q ,am ;k ,vn!
52E d3p
~2p!3 f ~«p!F 1vn2am1«p2«p1k1q
3S 1vn1«p2«p1k 1 12am1«p2«p1qD
2
1
1
2~vn2am!1«p2«p1k1q
3S 12vn1«p2«p1k 1 1am1«p2«p1qD
2G ,
~2.11!
F2~q ,am ;k ,vn!
52E d3p
~2p!3
]
]«p
F f ~«p! 1am1«p2«p1q
3S 1vn1«p2«p1k 1 12vn1«p2«p1kD G
~2.12!
andF3~q ,am ;k ,vn!52E d3p~2p!3 f ~«p!
3F 1vn1«p2«p1k 1vn1am1«p2«p1k1q
1
1
2vn1«p2«p1k
1
am1«p2«p2q
1
1
2~vn1am!1«p2«p1k1q
3
1
2am1«p2«p1q
G . ~2.13!
Here f («p) is the Fermi function. It is important to note that
in the limit T→0 the p integration can be performed by
analytical means, i.e., F1 , F2, and F3 can be represented in
terms of elementary functions. Before this is done the m
summation over the ~internal! imaginary frequencies is re-
placed by a contour integration and the result is then contin-
ued into the upper complex v plane. We have to perform the
internal frequency integration and the q integration numeri-
cally. Using cylindrical coordinates with k as polar axis the
angular integration is immediate and the numerical work is
reduced to three-dimensional integrations. The details of the
evaluation of the diagrams are outlined in the Appendix.
III. RESULTS
Here we discuss in detail our numerical results for
Im e(k ,v) obtained for arbitrary (k ,v) outside the ph spec-
trum. To demonstrate their importance we consider the band-
structure contributions to Im e(k,v) for Al which we calcu-
late within the RPA in second order in the weak
pseudopotential. We compare the results with Im eABC(k ,v)
evaluated at the appropriate electron density of Al. Finally
we calculate the imaginary part of the local-field factor
Im G(k ,v).
To gain confidence in our results we first derive an
asymptotic high-frequency limit and make contact with re-
sults in the literature obtained in limiting cases. We use wave
numbers in units of the Fermi wave number kF related to the
electron density by n05kF
3 /3p2, and frequencies in units of
the Fermi frequency vF5«F /\ with «F5\2kF
2 /2m . vp
5A4pn0e2/m is the plasma frequency, which in our units is
defined by vp52A3a2Ars’0.9405Ars with a5(4/9p)1/3
’0.5211 and 4p(rsa0)3/351/n0 (a0 Bohr radius!.
In the limit of high frequencies, i.e., v@k212k , screen-
ing is unimportant, and Im pAB(k ,v)[Im @pA(k ,v)
1pB(k ,v)# and Im pC(k ,v) can be evaluated analytically
after expanding the expression for Im pAB(k ,v) to second
order in the Coulomb potential. Thus we use the approxima-
tion
v~q !
eL~q ,v8!
’v~q !2v~q !2p0~q ,v8!. ~3.1!
Only the second term of Eq. ~3.1! contributes and we find
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p
8A2
vp
6
v9/2
S 11 274 k
2
v
1 D ,
~3.2!
v~k !Im pC~k ,v!52
p
8A2
vp
6
v9/2
S 11 4320 k
2
v
1 D .
~3.3!
Equations ~3.2! and ~3.3! demonstrate once more that
pC(k ,v) must be included to obtain a physically meaningful
result because in the sum the k-independent terms must can-
cel and we obtain
Im eABC~k ,v!5
23p
40A2
vp
6
v11/2
k2. ~3.4!
While this result is an important test for our numerical re-
sults for arbitrary k and sufficiently large v , another impor-
tant asymptotic limit is the result of Hasegawa and Watabe
quoted above which is valid in the limit k→0 and v.0. It
can be written in the form
Im eABC~k ,v!5
vp
4
v4
k2gHW9 ~v!, ~3.5!
where
gHW9 ~v!5
1
10pv2vp
2E
0
‘
dqq2E
0
v
dv8F16~v2v8!2
3ImS 21eL~q ,v8! D Im eT~q ,v2v8!
123v2 ImS 21eL~q ,v8! D ImS 21eL~q ,v2v8! D G .
~3.6!
eL(q ,v) and eT(q ,v) are the well-known longitudinal and
transverse Lindhard dielectric functions.18 The second term
gives the leading contribution at v@vp . Making use of
Im@21/eL~q ,v!#→Im eL~q ,v!→
pvp
2
2q2 d~v2q
2!
~3.7!
the integrations can be performed easily, and we find again
Eq. ~3.4!. The v dependence in Eq. ~3.4! was also found by
Glick and Long,7 but their prefactor was half as large. We
shall comment on this later.
We now turn to the case of arbitrary (k ,v) above and
below the ph excitations. Comparison of the formula of HW
with our derivation for arbitrary (k ,v) outlined in the Ap-
pendix shows that the calculation for finite k is much more
complicated, and a comparison of our numerical results with
the results from the HW formula provides an important test
of our calculation. For the discussion of these results it is
convenient to define a function g9(k ,v) by
Im eABC~k ,v!5
vp
4
v4
k2g9~k ,v!. ~3.8!In Fig. 2 we demonstrate that in the limit of small k,
g9(k ,v)→gHW9 (v). At finite k the sudden rise towards small
v signals the onset of ph excitations below v5k212k . ~The
logarithmic singularity at v5k212k is a well-known arti-
fact of perturbation theory.!
In general, the excitation spectrum manifest in
Im eABC(k ,v) or g9(k ,v) consists of two-particle-hole pair
~ph-ph! excitations, two-plasmon ~pl-pl! excitations, and
combined particle-hole pair and plasmon ~ph-pl! excitations.
The last two are consequences of dynamical screening of the
Coulomb interaction. We now discuss these individual con-
tributions by showing how they evolve with increasing k
from the result of HW.
A. Plasmon-plasmon excitations
GV pointed out that in the high-density limit the correct
rs dependence of the compressibility sum rule is guaranteed
only if the Coulomb interaction is screened dynamically and
if the C diagrams are taken into account. Since the C dia-
grams are of second order in the dynamically screened Cou-
lomb interaction they necessarily contain pl-pl excitations.
While in the limit k→0 pl-pl excitations give a rather
smooth contribution to g9(0,v)5gHW9 (v), for finite k they
develop a peak that is visible as a needlelike structure in
g9(k ,v) close to 2vp in Fig. 2.
As shown in Fig. 3 the pl-pl peak increases in height and
width, and shifts to higher frequencies with increasing k. The
sharp onset and the upper limit of pl-pl excitations can be
estimated from the plasmon poles of
Im@Uq~x1ie!#Im@Uq1k~y1id!#
5v~q !v~ uq1ku!Im@21/eL~q ,x !#
3Im@21/eL~ uk1qu,y !# ~3.9!
appearing in one of the expressions for Im pC(k ,v) ~see
Appendix!, with y5v2x . Explicitly, the plasmon poles are
given by
Im@21/eL~q ,x !#pl5pd~x2vp~q !!@]eL~q ,x !/]x#x5vp(q)
21
~3.10!
and
FIG. 2. Comparison of g9(k ,v) at a, k50.1, and b, k50.2, with
c, gHW9 (v)5g9(0,v).
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5pd~y2vp~ uq1ku!@]eL~ uq1ku,y !/]y #y5vp(uq1ku)
21
,
~3.11!
where x5vp(q) and y5vp(uq1ku) are the solutions of
eL(q ,x)50 and eL(uq1ku,y)50. On performing the inte-
gration over the internal frequency x, the product of the two
d functions gives
d@v2vp~q !2vp~ uq1ku!# . ~3.12!
Since plasmons can exist only for q<qc and uq1ku<qc ,
where qc is the RPA plasmon cutoff wave number with
vp(qc)5qc212qc , it follows that pl-pl excitations are pos-
sible for
0<k<2qc , ~3.13!
and we find that the onset of pl-pl excitations is determined
by ~see Fig. 4!
vpl2pl
onset ~k !52vp~k/2!. ~3.14!
FIG. 3. Contribution from two-plasmon excitations gpl2pl9 (k ,v)
for various k,2qc , a: k50 ~HW!; b: k50.3; c: k50.5; d: k
50.7; e: k50.85; f: k51.0.
FIG. 4. Excitation spectrum of the homogeneous electron gas; a:
upper bound of the ph spectrum v5k212k; b: lower bound of the
ph spectrum v5k222k; c: lower bound of the ph-ph spectrum v
5k2/222k . vp denotes the onset of the RPA plasmon dispersion
vp(k) with the cutoff wave number qc . The line 2vp(k/2) marks
the onset of pl-pl excitations.For small kvp(k)5vp12ak2 with the small k plasmon dis-
persion constant a50.6/vp ~in our units!, and we have
vpl2pl
onset ~k !52vp1ak2. ~3.15!
The upper limit for pl-pl excitations at any allowed k is de-
termined by 2vp(qc)52(qc212qc). For rs52 the plasmon
cutoff wave number qc’0.73 and 2vp(qc)’4.
The position of the maximum is a combined effect of the
Coulomb potential factors and the d functions from the plas-
mon poles. At small k it can be estimated from the maximum
of the integral
I5E d3q 1
q2
1
uq1ku2
d~v22vp22a@q21uq1ku2# !
5
p
4aka
lnUa1kAa2k2/4
a2kAa2k2/4
U ,
where a5@v22vp#/4a and we find
vpl2pl
max ~k !’2vp12ak2. ~3.16!
Although in principle pl-pl excitations are possible for any
k<2qc , above a certain k1 they fall partly into the ph spec-
trum as is demonstrated in Fig. 4. k1 is determined from k2
12k52vp(k/2)’2vp1ak2. For rs52 one obtains k1
’1.03 from the approximate equation, very close to the ex-
act value. Above k2 determined from k212k52vp(qc)
52(qc212qc) all pl-pl excitations lie inside the ph spectrum.
~For rs52, k2’1.23.)
B. Particle-hole pair-plasmon excitations
While pl-pl excitations are restricted to k,2qc , ph-pl
excitations are possible at any k. They arise again from dy-
namical screening of the Coulomb interaction but now in
both Im pAB(k ,v) and Im pC(k ,v). Their contributions at
various k as a function of frequency are illustrated in Fig. 5.
These excitations begin at v5vp for k<k0, where k0 is
determined from vp5k212k , while for k>k0 they partly lie
inside the ph spectrum. Their maximum frequency is deter-
mined by the highest frequency of the plasmon and the high-
FIG. 5. Contribution from combined particle-hole pair plasmon
excitations gph2pl9 (k ,v) for various k, a: k50 ~HW!; b: k50.1, c:
k50.2; d: k50.3; e: k50.5; f: k50.7.
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uq1ku5qc1k . Since both are located on the upper boundary
of the ph spectrum we find
vph2pl
upper ~k !5~k1qc!212~k1qc!1qc
212qc . ~3.17!
C. Particle-hole pair–particle-hole pair excitations
These excitations are possible for any (k ,v) above the ph
spectrum. The variation of gph2ph9 (k ,v) as a function of v
with increasing k is shown in Fig. 6.
For v,vp ph-ph excitations are the only excitations, i.e.,
g9(k ,v)5gph2ph9 (k ,v). There is no upper frequency limit
as is clear from the asymptotic limit Eq. ~3.4!, but ph-ph
excitations occur below the ph spectrum for k>2, provided
v.~k2/222k !Q~k24 !, ~3.18!
as predicted on general grounds in Ref. 19. Results in terms
of Im eABC(k ,v) as a function of v for values of (k ,v) in
the relevant regime are shown in Fig. 7. A monotonic in-
crease is observed from v50 to the lower bound of the ph
spectrum given by v5(k222k)Q(k22) ~where again an
unphysical logarithmic singularity occurs!.
FIG. 6. Contribution from two-particle-hole pair excitations
gph2ph9 (k ,v) for various k, a: k50 ~HW!; b: k50.1; c: k50.3; d:
k50.5; e: k50.7; f: k50.85; g: k51.0.
FIG. 7. Im eABC(k ,v) below the ph spectrum (k.2), a: k
52.5; b: k52.75, c: k53.00.D. Im eABCk ,v and comparison with crystal
potential effects
The relative importance of the three contributions de-
pends strongly on (k ,v). This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where
for k50.7 the individual contributions to Im eABC(k ,v) and
their sum are shown.
Above the ph spectrum, ph-ph excitations give rise to a
structureless background. They are possible for any k. ph-pl
excitations are also possible for any k, but limited to a finite
frequency interval, and the magnitude of their contribution is
mostly smaller than that of the ph-ph excitation but of the
same order. The phase space of pl-pl excitations is rather
limited, but these excitations cause a prominent structure of
Im eABC(k ,v), whereas little structure from the ph-pl contri-
bution survives in the total sum ~see Fig. 9!.
We now discuss the relative importance of dynamical cor-
relation effects consisting of multiple excitations. In simple
metals such as Al which are nature’s closest realization of
the model of a homogeneous electron gas, there is an addi-
tional contribution to Im e(k,v). The crystal potential gives
rise to interband transitions and local-field effects due to the
inhomogeneity ~outside the ph excitation spectrum of the
homogeneous electron gas!. In nearly free electron ~NFE!
pseudopotential theory the band structure ~bs! contribution to
Im e(k,v) can be calculated within the RPA by perturbation
theory20 to second order in the screened pseudopotential:
Im ebs~k,v!
5ImF e~k,k,v!2 (
GÞ0
e~k,k1G,v!e~k1G,k,v!
eL~ uk1Gu,v! G .
~3.19!
Here e(k1G,k1G8,v) are elements of the dielectric
matrix.21 The diagonal element is evaluated in second order
and the off-diagonal elements to first order in the pseudopo-
tential.
Al is an ideal candidate because it has a rather high den-
sity (rs52.075) and its pseudopotential is known to be
rather weak. In the following we compare effects of the
pseudopotential and dynamical correlations on Im e(k,v),
using an Ashcroft empty core potential. Band-structure ef-
fects are dominant at small k(k!1), but with increasing k
FIG. 8. Im eABC(k ,v) for k50.7 as a function of v , a: ph-pl
contribution; b: ph-ph contribution; c: pl-pl contribution; d: total
sum.
16 480 PRB 62K. STURM AND A. GUSAROVcorrelation effects increase and for k>1 prevail ~see Fig.
10!. The directional dependence of band structure effects is
mostly rather small.
A simple addition of the two contributions is, however,
inconclusive, because mixed terms that are first order in the
screened pseudopotential and in the dynamically screened
Coulomb potential must be included for consistency and
completeness. These terms have not been considered so far
and are beyond the scope of the present investigation.
E. Results for different densities
The diagrams in Fig. 1 represent the leading corrections to
the RPA in a high-density expansion. From the investigation
of the compressibility sum rule GV concluded that this low
order perturbation expansion of pp(k ,v) is not adequate for
rs>3.
In the spirit of perturbation theory higher-order multiple
excitations are probably the source of additional sizeable dy-
namical effects at lower density. Nevertheless, it is interest-
ing to investigate trends within the present approximation.
For this purpose we have calculated Im eABC for rs54 and
rs56 as well as rs52. We have selected a k regime that
includes the effects arising from plasmons. Since the plas-
mon cutoff wave number qc depends on rs we determined
the k value in such a way that k/qc5const, here const
’1.17. Figure 11 shows a substantial increase of dynamical
correlation effects with decreasing density even within the
present approximation. Note that v is in units of the
rs-dependent free-electron Fermi frequency vF .
FIG. 9. Upper part: Im eABC(k ,v) for various k5 0 as a func-
tion of v above v5k212k ~denoted by arrows!, a: k50.3; b: k
50.5; c: k50.7; d: k50.85; e: k51.0; f: k51.15. Lower part: pl-pl
contribution to Im eABC(k ,v) for the same k values. For k51.15
part of the pl-pl contribution lies inside the ph spectrum.F. Local field factor Gk ,v
As pointed out in the introduction dynamical correlations
are at the center of time-dependent density-functional theory,
in which the general form of the exchange-correlation func-
tional is unknown. Approximations are usually constructed
from results for the homogeneous electron gas, but even for
this model exact results are difficult to obtain in the case of
TDFT.
It is common practice to account for dynamical exchange
correlation effects in the dielectric function by introducing a
local-field factor G(k ,v) @see Eq. ~1.1! defined in the spirit
of a generalized mean-field theory#.4 Very often phenomeno-
logical forms are adopted which are constructed by fitting
parameters using sum rules, the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem and asymptotic limits. In many cases the frequency de-
pendence of G(k ,v) is neglected altogether.
FIG. 10. Comparison of correlation and band-structure effects:
Im e(k,v) as a function of k at v51.5, v53, and v54; a:
Im eABC(k ,v); b: Im ebs(k,v) along principal symmetry directions.
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izability pp(k ,v) follows from Eqs. ~1.3! and ~1.1!:
G~k ,v!5
1
v~k ! S 1p0~k ,v! 2 1pp~k ,v! D . ~3.20!
Obviously the introduction of G(k ,v) does not lead to any
new physics, it is a different way to represent corrections to
the RPA. Here we present Im G(k ,v) that can be useful for
comparison with phenomenological forms that are obtained
by first constructing the imaginary part such as the Pade´-like
interpolation formula of GKI. Since outside the ph spectrum
Im p0(k ,v) vanishes, it follows that
Im G~k ,v!52
1
v~k ! ImS 1pp~k ,v! D . ~3.21!
From our results we obtain in the spirit of perturbation
theory
Im G~k ,v!’
Im eABC~k ,v!
@eL~k ,v!21#2
5
vp
4
v4
k2
g9~k ,v!
@eL~k ,v!21#2
.
~3.22!
Figure 12 demonstrates that Im G(k ,v) increases with in-
creasing k, as expected on general grounds.
FIG. 11. Comparison of Im eABC(k ,v) as a function of v for
different densities; a: rs52, k50.85; b: rs54, k51.1; c: rs
56, k51.28, k is chosen to satisfy k/qc’const.
FIG. 12. Im G(k ,v) as a function of k at fixed frequencies: a:
v51.5; b: v53; c: v55.In the context of TDFT, GKI introduced the so-called
exchange-correlation kernel f xc(k ,v) related to G(k ,v) by
f xc~k ,v!52v~k !G~k ,v!. ~3.23!
For lack of a microscopic theory GKI constructed a Pade`
approximation for f xc(k→0,v) with parameters fitted by us-
ing the compressibility and third frequency moment sum rule
and the high-frequency limit for Im e(k ,v) of Ref. 7.
IV. APPLICATIONS
Now we discuss some consequences of Im eABC(k ,v) on
observable properties of simple metals such as the plasmon
damping, the high-frequency tail of the dynamic structure
factor and the optical absorption.
A. Plasmon damping
While in the RPA the plasmon of the homogeneous elec-
tron gas is undamped, dynamical correlations such as mul-
tiple excitations considered here provide a decay mechanism
of the plasmon for 0,k<qc . In real systems such as simple
metals the plasmon can also decay via interband transitions
and local-field effects as a consequence of the periodic crys-
tal potential.
Treating correlation effects or band-structure effects as a
small correction to the RPA of the homogeneous electron
gas, the full width at half maximum ~FWHM! DE1/2(k) of
the energy-loss function Im@21/e(k,v)# is determined by
DE1/2~k!52S Im e~k,v!U]eL~k ,v!]v U
21D
v5vp(k)
, ~4.1!
where Im e(k,v) is either Im ebs(k,v) or Im eABC(k ,v).
In Fig. 13, DE1/2(k) due to the decay by ph-ph and ph-pl
excitations is compared with experimental data for Al and
with DE1/2(k) calculated within the nearly free-electron
pseudopotential approximation in the RPA. ~Since pl-pl ex-
citations occur only for v.2vp(k/2) their frequency is too
high to contribute to the decay.! Obviously the decay via
interband transitions dominates. Only close to qc is the decay
FIG. 13. Plasmon linewidth ~FWHM! DE1/2(k) of Al in units of
«F , a: due to multiple excitations; b: due to interband transitions
and local-field effects for ki(421) ~to mimic polycrystalline Al!,
symbols are experimental data on polycrystalline Al.
16 482 PRB 62K. STURM AND A. GUSAROVFIG. 14. High-frequency tail
of Im@21/e(k,v)# for rs
52.075 (Al) at k50.66, k
51.57 (ki@100#) and k
51.1, k51.4 (ki@130#), a: due
to dynamical correlations; b: due
to band-structure effects. Sym-
bols: experimental data ~see text!.by ph-ph and ph-pl excitations sizeable. If we tentatively add
the correlation contribution to the band-structure contribu-
tion it improves the agreement with experiment.22
B. High-frequency tail of Sk,v
The band-structure and dynamical correlation effects that
cause plasmon damping are also responsible for a high-
frequency tail of the dynamical structure factor S(k,v)
which is observed experimentally at large k in materials such
as Al. By high frequency we mean frequencies above the
upper bound of ph spectrum v5k212k . S(k,v) is related
to the energy-loss function Im@21/e(k,v)# by the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem, i.e.,
S~k,v!5
\k2
4p2e2n0
ImS 21e~k,v! D . ~4.2!
Treating again correlation effects and band-structure effects
as small corrections to the RPA of the homogeneous electron
gas, we compare the two contributions to the loss function
Im eABC~k ,v!
ueL~k ,v!u2
~4.3!
and
Im ebs~k,v!
ueL~k ,v!u2
. ~4.4!
Since 1/eL(k ,v) is real and rather structureless above the
plasmon pole, the pl-pl peak in Im eABC(k ,v) also appears in
the loss function. Apart from a negligibly small anisotropy,Im ebs(k,v) does not show any structure and the pl-pl peak
should be experimentally observable in a simple metal such
as Al. Indeed, in Fig. 2 of Ref. 23 in the v plot of S(k,v) at
k50.66 (50.61 a.u.) there is a structure of the right order
of magnitude when compared with the theoretical prediction
shown in Fig. 14. While theoretically the maximum occurs at
about 35 eV, experimentally it is observed at about 31 eV. A
downward shift of about 3 eV can be estimated from the
experimentally lower vp’15 eV and lower plasmon disper-
sion a’0.3. An additional example is provided by Ref. 24.
There the authors point out a shoulder on the high frequency
side of S(k,v) for k51.1 at v’3.44 @see Fig. 1~b! of their
work# that might be associated with pl-pl excitations. At this
large k the pl-pl peak merges with the main peak of S(k,v).
Further experimental work with particular attention to the
high-frequency tail of S(k,v) should help to clarify the situ-
ation.
At k50.66 the correlation contribution is of the same
order as the band structure contribution. When k>1, how-
ever, the contribution from multiple excitations prevails ~see
Fig. 14!. At large k therefore the high-frequency tail of
S(k,v) or Im@21/e(k,v)# , respectively, is caused essen-
tially by multiple excitations. Comparison with experiments
shows that bs effects alone are definitely too small to account
for the observed magnitude of the tail. Correlation effects are
much closer in magnitude as is shown by the experimental
data for k51.57 taken from Fig. 1 of Ref. 23 and for k
51.1 and k51.4 taken from Fig. 1 of Ref. 24.
Note that errors of the magnitude of S(k,v) caused by
normalization and smoothing of experimental curves affect
the magnitude of the tails in particular. For example, we
notice an unexpectedly large difference in the magnitude of
PRB 62 16 483DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS IN THE ELECTRON GASthe tails of S(k,v) at k51.34 (1.24 a.u.) for ki@100# and
ki@110# in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 23, whereas the authors of
Ref. 24 did not observe any directional dependence for k
51.4.
C. Optical absorption
A homogeneous electron gas cannot absorb light, but the
periodic potential in crystals makes the electronic system
inhomogeneous and optical absorption is possible. The opti-
cal absorption is usually presented in terms of the optical
conductivity s(v) and is related to the imaginary part of the
transverse dielectric function Im e’(v) via
s~v!5~v/4p!Im e’~v!. ~4.5!
Ignoring for the moment intraband absorption due to phonon
assisted transitions and following Hopfield,25 Im e’(v) due
to the crystal potential can be written as
Im e’~v!5
4pe2
m2v4 (G,G8
~hW G!~G8hW !V2GVG8p9~G,G8,v!.
~4.6!
The Fourier coefficients of the ~unscreened! crystal potential
are denoted by VG , where G and G8 are reciprocal lattice
vectors, hW is the polarization vector of the electromagnetic
field strength, and p9(G,G8,v) is the dissipative part of the
electronic density-density response function. For the mono-
valent bcc alkali metals we use the NFE pseudopotential
approximation and obtain to second order
Im e’~v!5
4
3 (G
uVGu2G4
v4
ImF 21e~G ,v!G
’
4
3 (G
uVG
S u2G4
v4
Im e~G ,v!. ~4.7!
e(G ,v) is now the dielectric function of the homo-
geneous electron gas. For simplicity we have assumed
a local pseudopotential, where uVG
S u25uVGu2/ue(G ,v)u2
’uVGu2u/ue(G ,0)u2 includes screening by e(G ,0). In the
RPA Im e(G ,v)5Im eL(G ,v), which is nonzero for v
>G222G , when G>2. Since the modulus of the smallest
reciprocal-lattice vector of the bcc alkali metals is G110
52.28 these ~interband! transitions begin at v’0.64. They
augment the phonon assisted transitions usually accounted
for in a Drude relaxation time approximation by
Im eDrude~v!5
vp
2
mopttv
3 , ~4.8!
valid for vt@1, where the relaxation time t can be esti-
mated from the dc conductivity. The optical mass mopt in
units of the free-electron mass is slightly larger than one ~see
Smith26!.
This picture is qualitatively correct, but the observed op-
tical absorption prior to the onset of interband transitions is
considerably larger than predicted by the simple Drude for-
mula ~see Smith26!. For v<0.64, ph-ph excitations offer an
additional absorption mechanism mediated by the crystal
~pseudo!potential. Their effect can be estimated byIm e’~v!5
4
3 (G
uVG
S u2G4
v4
Im eABC~G ,v!
’16
uVG110
S u2G110
4
v4
Im eABC~G110 ,v!. ~4.9!
Contributions associated with larger reciprocal-lattice vec-
tors are negligibly small or zero because of Eq. ~3.18!. Al-
though Im eABC(G110 ,v) is rather small, the prefactor
;v24 enhances the effect for v,0.64. The formula is valid
for vt@1.
We observe that close to the onset of interband transitions
the contribution from ph-ph excitations is of the same order
of magnitude as from the Drude term, if we use the same
values for the pseudopotential coefficient that were used by
Smith26 to fit the interband absorption. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 15 for K and Rb. Of course its exact value depends
crucially on the magnitude of VG110. Moreover, the use of a
local pseudopotential is questionable27 and a microscopic
derivation of phonon assisted transitions close to the onset of
interband transitions may deviate from the simple Drude
formula.28 Nevertheless, our estimate shows that a complete
theory of the optical absorption of the alkali metals must
include dynamical correlations.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Within the model of the homogeneous electron gas we
have calculated the leading corrections to the RPA bubble as
FIG. 15. s(v) for K and Rb below the onset of interband ab-
sorption at v’0.64, a: due to ph-ph excitations mediated by the
periodic potential; b: Drude absorption; c: sum of a and b, symbols
are the experimental data of Smith ~see text!.
16 484 PRB 62K. STURM AND A. GUSAROVdefined by the diagrams in Fig. 1 and obtained Im e(k ,v) for
arbitrary (k ,v) outside the ph spectrum. In this way we have
generalized the asymptotic (k→0) result of HW, which was
used by BCT to evaluate f xc(k50,v).
Dynamical correlations that constitute Im e(k ,v) outside
the ph spectrum consist of multiple excitations such as ph-
ph, ph-pl, and pl-pl excitations. ph-ph excitations are pos-
sible for any (k ,v) above the ph spectrum. For k.2 they are
the only mechanism for Im e(k ,v) below the ph spectrum.
There is, however, a lower bound defined for ph-ph excita-
tions defined by v5(k2/222k)Q(k24). pl-pl excitations
are confined to 0,k<2qc and 2vp<v<2vp(qc), and
ph-pl excitations are possible for any k and vp<v<(k
1qc)212(k1qc)1qc212qc . There are no ph-pl and pl-pl
excitations below the ph spectrum. For v@k2
12k Im e(k ,v) falls off as v211/2. The pl-pl excitations
cause the dominant structure for v.2vp(k/2) and 0,k
,k1. Above this regime, Im e(k ,v) falls off monotonically
at a given k with increasing frequency. At the boundaries of
the ph excitations there is a logarithmic singularity that is a
well known artifact of perturbation theory.
As expected on general grounds, dynamical correlations
and their importance increase with increasing k and for de-
creasing density, i.e., increasing rs . The present calculation
provides quantitative results based on a fully microscopic
theory valid at high densities (rs,3), while for lower den-
sities the present results provide a lower bound of dynamical
correlations on Im e(k ,v) outside the ph spectrum.
Simple metals provide the closest realizations of the jel-
lium model in nature. Dynamical correlations as corrections
to the RPA of the jellium model compete with band-structure
effects in the RPA due to the weak pseudopotential, so that
band-structure effects provide a natural measure for the rela-
tive importance of dynamical correlations. For Al we have
evaluated band-structure contributions to Im e(k,v) in
second-order perturbation theory using an Ashcroft empty
core potential. While for small k band-structure effects are
dominant, correlation effects increase with increasing k in
importance and finally prevail for k>1.
We have applied the results to discuss various experi-
ments. Plasmon damping at small k is essentially caused by
interband transitions and local-field effects, but close to qc
the decay via ph-ph and ph-pl excitations makes an impor-
tant contribution as we demonstrated for Al.
In recent years inelastic x-ray scattering has become a
powerful tool to investigate the dynamical structure factor at
large k (k.qc), and our results are applicable to the high-
frequency tail, i.e., for v.k212k . Here we have demon-
strated that at large k (k>1) dynamical correlation effects
in terms of multiple excitations are more important than
band-structure effects. Single particle-hole excitations ~inter-
band transitions! are insufficient to explain the observed
magnitude of the tail, while multiple excitations give the
right order of magnitude. A particularly interesting aspect is
the existence of the pl-pl peak. We found in one of the ex-
perimental spectra (k50.66) of Ref. 23 a small structure of
roughly the appropriate position and magnitude. Further ex-
perimental investigations of the high-frequency tail would be
very valuable.
Finally we investigated the effect of dynamical correla-tions on the optical properties of the alkali metals. Below the
onset of interband transitions a strong deviation from the
expected Drude behavior is observed. Multiple excitations
mediated by the crystal potential could be responsible for
this observation, as we have demonstrated for K and Rb. The
same effect is present in Na, but an unexpectedly large pseu-
dopotential coefficient VG110 is required as for the magnitude
of the interband transitions.
These applications show that dynamical correlations as
defined by the diagrams in Fig. 1 can substantially influence
measurable properties, and the magnitude of the correlation
contribution is physically reasonable in all cases considered.
A final judgment of the quality of the approximation de-
fined by the diagrams in Fig. 1 will be possible when their
effect inside the ph spectrum is evaluated, and we plan to
extend the calculation to Im e(k ,v) to this case. Since the f
sum rule is satisfied in the RPA, additional excitations out-
side the ph spectrum must be accompanied by a reduction of
the oscillator strength inside the ph spectrum. The third fre-
quency moment sum rule depends explicitly on correlations
and provides an additional way to check the quality of the
approximation defined by the diagrams in Fig. 1. Kramers-
Kronig relations can then be applied to evaluate Re e(k ,v).
The diagrams considered in this paper are a consistent
subset in the sense that they lead to the correct rs dependence
of the compressibility sum rule in the high-density limit ~see
discussion in Ref. 14!. There are additional second-order ex-
change diagrams, which for v@k212k can reduce
Im e(k ,v) by 50%,7,19 but they do not contribute to the com-
pressibility sum rule. These diagrams are considerably more
difficult to evaluate exactly at arbitrary (k ,v), but it would
be interesting to obtain some estimate. Higher-order Hartree-
Fock diagrams could be included approximately in a form
proposed by Geldart and Taylor.15 Their result for the large-
k behavior of the static screening function was recently con-
firmed in part by Monte Carlo simulations.29
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF THE DIAGRAMS
Here we outline the technical details used to evaluate the
diagrams of Fig. 1, whose formal representation was given in
Sec. II.
1. Im eABCk ,v outside the particle-hole excitation spectrum
The m summation in pAB(k ,vn) and pC(k ,vn) ~see Sec.
II! is performed by again converting the sum into a contour
integral ~see Refs. 9 and 13!. Finally the functions defined on
the imaginary frequency axis are continued analytically into
the upper complex v plane in the limit T→0. Then,
pAB(k ,v)[pAB(k ,v1id) and pC(k ,v)[pC(k ,v1id)
consist of terms of the following form:
H~v1id!I~v1id! ~A1!
with
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21
p E2‘
0
dx Im@ f ~x1ie!# g~v2x1id!
1
1
pE2‘
v
dx f ~x1ie! Im@g~v2x1id!# ,
~A2!
where we have suppressed any wave vector dependency for
the time being, and d and e are positive infinitesimals.
H(v1id) depends on denominators of the form @6(v
1id)1«p2«p1k# in zero, first, or second order. Thus
H(v1id)5H(v) is real outside the ph spectrum, and the
imaginary parts Im pAB(k ,v) and Im pC(k ,v) consist of
terms of the form
H~v!
1
pE0
v
dx Im@ f ~x1ie!# Im@g~v2x1id!# . ~A3!In the approximation defined by the above diagrams we have
Im eABC~k ,v!5v~k !Im@pAB~k ,v!1pC~k ,v!# . ~A4!
We apply the relationship
Uq~x ![
v~q !
eL~q ,x !
5v~q !2v2~q !
p0~q ,x !
eL~q ,x !
~A5!
in the expression of pAB(k ,v) and observe that only the
term ;v2(q) contributes to Im eABC(k ,v) outside the ph
spectrum. The term ;v(q) represents the lowest order
Hartree-Fock approximation17 and its imagimary part van-
ishes there. Furthermore, the term F2 in pAB @Eq. ~2.9!# does
not contribute, because it is independent of v2x and thus
Im@g(v2x1id)#50. Following the rules indicated above
we finally have to evaluateIm pAB~k ,v!5E d3q~2p!3 v~q !2E0
vdx
p H ImFp0~q ,x1ie!eL~q ,x1ie! G E d
3p
~2p!2 f ~«p!d~y1«p2«p1k1q!
3ReF S 1v1«p2«p1k 2 1v1id1«p1q2«p1k1qD
2G1ReFp0~q ,x1ie!eL~q ,x1ie! G E d
3p
~2p!2 f ~«p!d~y1«p2«p1k1q!
3ImF S 1v1«p2«p1k 2 1v1id1«p1q2«p1k1qD
2G2ImFp0~q ,x1ie!eL~q ,x1ie! G E d
3p
~2p!2 f ~«p!d~y2«p1«p1k1q!
3ReF S 21v2«p1«p1k 2 21v1id2«p1q1«p1k1qD
2G2ReFp0~q ,x1ie!eL~q ,x1ie! G E d
3p
~2p!2 f ~«p!d~y2«p1«p1k1q!
3ImF S 21v2«p1«p1k 2 21v1id2«p1q1«p1k1qD
2G J ~A6!with y5v2x . In obtaining this result we made use of the
y-dependent d functions to rewrite the denominators that de-
pend on the internal frequency variable x.
The p integrals can be represented in terms of elementary
functions. In the remaining q integrals the integrand is inde-
pendent of azimuthal angle when k is used as polar axis.
Thus we are left to perform three integrations (q’ ,q i ,x)
numerically. Im pC(k ,v) has a similar structure, as will be
shown below.
2. p integrals
Before we consider the expression for Im pC(k ,v) out-
side the ph spectrum it is convenient to list the p integrals
that occur in Im pAB(k ,v) and Im pC(k ,v). We show that
they have a similar structure and can be represented in terms
of elementary functions.
Outside the ph spectrum6v1«p2«p1k5 0 ~A7!
and all the p integrals that one must solve to obtain
Im pAB(k ,v) and Im pC(k ,v) can be related to eight inte-
grals which we list below:
h1~q,y1id;k,v!52E d3p~2p!3 f ~«p! 1v1«p2«p1k
3
1
y1id1«p2«p1k1q
, ~A8!
h2~q,x1ie8;k,v!52E d3p~2p!3 f ~«p! 12v1«p2«p1k
3
1
2~x1ie8!1«p2«p2q
, ~A9!
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3
1
2~v6ie!1«p1q2«p1k1q
3
1
x6ie81«p2«p1q
, ~A10!
h4~q,y6id;k,v6ie!522E d3p~2p!3 f ~«p!
3
1
2~v6ie!1«p1q2«p1k1q
3
1
2~y6id!1«p2«p1k1q
.
~A11!
The functions h5 , h6 , h7, and h8 follow from h1 , h2 , h3,
and h4 by replacing v by 2v , v6ie by 2(v6ie), x
6ie8 by 2(x6ie8), and y6id by 2(y6id). While all the
functions hi , i51, . . . ,8 enter the expression for
Im pC(k ,v), the p integrals in Im pAB(k ,v) are related to
h1 , h4 , h5, and h8, and their first derivatives with respect to
v keeping y fixed.
We now indicate the evaluation of the hi , i51, . . . ,8.
If we write the integrals in cylindrical coordinates choosing
k as polar axis, the structures of the hi are identical. With a
common prefactor A5kF
3 /«F
2 all variables and parameters are
dimensionless and, except for the minus sign in h4 and h8,
the integrals have the same form, namely
h52AE
21
11
dp i
1
g6ie2p i
E
0
A12p i2
dp’p’
3E
0
2p
dw
1
f~p i!6id22p’q’cos w
~A12!
5A@hrr1hii7ihri7ihir# . ~A13!
The w and p’ integrations are easily performed and we have
(x[p i)
hrr52
p
2kq’
2 PE
21
11 dx
x2g
$f~x !
2AP~x !u@P~x !#sgn@f~x !#%, ~A14!
hii5
p2
2kq’
2 E
21
11
dxd~x2g!A2P~x !u@2P~x !#
5
p2
2kq’
2 A2P~g!Q@2P~g!#Q~12g2!, ~A15!
hri52
p
2kq’
2 PE
21
11 dx
x2g
A2P~x !u@2P~x !# , ~A16!hir5
p2
2kq’
2 E
21
11
dxd~x2g!$f~x !
2AP~x !u@P~x !#sgn@f~x !#%
5
p2
2kq’
2 $f~g!2AP~g!Q@P~g!#sgn@f~g!#%Q~12g2!,
~A17!
where
f~x !5t2ux , ~A18!
t and u are real and
P~x !5f~x !224q’
2 ~12x2![ax212bx1c ~A19!
is a quadratic polynomial, Q(x) is the unit step function, and
P denotes the principal value. The principal value integrals
can also be represented in terms of elementary functions. We
define
hrr5
p
2kq’
2 @J11J2# , ~A20!
with
J152PE
21
11
dx
f~x !
x2g
52u1~ t2gu !lnUg11g21U ~A21!
and
J25PE
21
11 dx
x2g
AP~x !u@P~x !#sgn@f~x !# . ~A22!
To perform the x integration we use the identity
AP~x !
x2g
5
@P8~x !1P8~g!#
2AP~x !
1
P~g!
AP~x !
1
~x2g!
, ~A23!
where P8(x)5dP(x)/dx . Thus we have to solve three dif-
ferent principal value integrals:
J25J211J221J23 . ~A24!
To evaluate J2 several cases must be considered depending
on the roots of P(x).
Case A:
b22ac,0 ~A25!
Then P(x) has no real roots, P(x).0, u@P(x)#51, and
f(x) does not change sign on (21,1) and we obtain
J215sgn@f~1 !#E
21
11
dx
P8~x !
AP~x !
5f~1 !2f~21 !,
~A26!
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P8~g!
2 E21
11 dx
AP~x !
5sgn@f~1 !#
P8~g!
2Aa
3lnU P8~1 !12Aauf~1 !u
P8~21 !12Aauf~21 !u
U , ~A27!
J235sgn@f~1 !#P~g!PE
21
11 dx
AP~x !
1
x2g
5sgn@f~1 !#AP~g!H lnU12g11gU2lnU f ~1,g!f ~21,g!UJ ,
~A28!
with
f ~x ,g!50.5~x2g!P8~g!1P~g!1AP~x !P~g!.
~A29!
Case B:
b22ac.0. ~A30!
Then P(x) has two real roots x1,252b/a7Ab22ac/
ae@21,1# , since a.0 and because of the form of P(x) @see
Eq. ~A19!# we find
J215F E
21
x1
1E
x2
1 Gdx P8~x !
2AP~x !
sgn@f~x !#5f~1 !2f~21 !,
~A31!
J225
P8~g!
2 F E21x1 1Ex2
1 Gdx sgn@f~x !#AP~x !
5
P8~g!
2 H lnU P8~x1!P8~21 !12Aauf~21 !uUsgn@f~21 !#
2lnU P8~x2!
P8~1 !12Aauf~1 !uUsgn@f~1 !#J . ~A32!
To calculate J23 we distinguish two cases:
~i! P(g).0;
J235P~g!PF E
21
x1
1E
x2
1 Gdx 1AP~x !
1
x2g
sgn@f~x !#
5AP~g!H S lnUx12g11g U2lnU f ~x1 ,g!f ~21,g!U D sgn@f~21 !#
1S lnU 12g
x21g
U2lnU f ~1,g!f ~x2 ,g!U D sgn@f~1 !#J . ~A33!
~ii! P(g),0;J235P~g!PF E
21
x1
1E
x2
1 Gdx 1AP~x ! 1x2g sgn@f~x !#
52A2P~g!sgn@f~21 !#~$arcsin@g~x1 ,g!#
2arcsin@g~21,g!#%1$arcsin@g~1,g!#
2arcsin@g~x2 ,g!#%sgn@f~1 !# !, ~A34!
with
g~x ,g!5
0.5~x2g!P8~g!1P~g!
A~b22ac !ux2gu
. ~A35!
Case C:
b22ac50. ~A36!
Then x1,25x052b/a with a.0, P(x)5a(x2x0)2 with
ux0u,1, f(x) does not change sign in @21,1# and we ob-
tain
J25PE
21
1
dx
sgn@f~x !#AP~x !
x2g
5AaH ~g2x0!lnU 12g2~x02g!2U22x0J sgn@f~1 !# .
~A37!
This completes the integrations in hrr and we now turn to
hri . Similar manipulations result in
hri5
p2
2kq’
2 $P8~g!/2Aa1AP~g!d~g!%Q~b22ac !,
~A38!
where
d~g!51, g,x1 ,
50, ge@x1 ,x2#
521, g.x2 . ~A39!
It is now straightforward to obtain the derivatives of the ap-
propriate h functions required for the evaluation of
Im pAB(k ,v).
3. Im pABk ,v in terms of the hi functions
Here we show that the p integrals in Im pAB(k ,v) can be
expressed in terms of the functions hi , i51,4,5,8 and their
derivatives with respect to v with y fixed.
16 488 PRB 62K. STURM AND A. GUSAROVIm pAB~k ,v!5E d3q
~2p!3
v~q !E
0
v dx
p H ImS 21eL~q ,x1ie! D F S ]]v 1 me\2kqD Im@h1~y1id ,v!#
1S ]]v 2 me\2kqD H8~q,y ;k,v!G1ReS 12 1eL~q ,x1ie! D S ]]v 1 me\2kqD
3G8~q,y ;k,v!2ImS 21eL~q ,x1ie! D F S ]]v 2 me\2kqD Im@h5~y1id ,v!#
2S ]]v 1 me\2kqD H4~q,y ;k,v!G1ReS 12 1eL~q ,x1ie! D S ]]v 2 me\2kqD G4~q,y ;k,v!J , ~A40!where
H4~q,y ;k,v!5~1/4i !$h4~y1id ,v1ie!2h4~y2id ,v1ie!
1h4~y1id ,v2ie!2h4~y2id ,v2ie!%,
~A41!
H8~q,y ;k,v!5~1/4i !$h8~y1id ,v1ie!2h8~y2id ,v1ie!
1h8~y1id ,v2ie!2h8~y2id ,v2ie!%,
~A42!
G4~q,y ;k,v!5~21/4!$h4~y1id ,v1ie!
2h4~y2id ,v1ie!2h4~y1id ,v2ie!
1h4~y2id ,v2ie!%, ~A43!
G8~q,y ;k,v!5~21/4!$h8~y1id ,v1ie!
2h8~y2id ,v1ie!2h8~y1id ,v2ie!
1h8~y2id ,v2ie!% ~A44!
and we made use of the relations
ReF 1
x1ie G5 12 S 1x1ie 1 1x2ie D ~A45!
and
ImF 1
x1ieG5 12i S 1x1ie 2 1x2ie D . ~A46!
4. Im pCk ,v in terms of the hi functions
To evaluate Im pC(k ,v) according to the rules indicated
above we need to order the products appropriately. This will
be done in several steps. Suppressing the wave-vector depen-
dencies as far as possible we write
F3~vn ,2am!5h1~vn2am ,vn!1h2~am ,vn!
12(
p
f ~«p!a1~vn2am ,vn ,p!b1~am ,p!
~A47!
andF3~2vn ,am!5h5~vn2am ,vn!1h6~am ,vn!
12(
p
f ~«p!a2~vn2am ,vn ,p!b2~am ,p!,
~A48!
where h1 , h2 , h5, and h6 are the functions defined above,
with the replacement of v by vn , x1ie8 by am , and y
1id by vn2am , and
a1~vn2am ,p!51/@2~vn2am!1«p2«p1k1q# ,
~A49!
a2~vn2am ,p!51/@vn2am1«p2«p1k1q# , ~A50!
b1~am ,p!51/@am1«p2«p1q# ~A51!
and
b2~am ,p!51/@2am1«p2«p1q# . ~A52!
We write
pC~k ,vn!5(
i51
3
pCi~k ,vn!, ~A53!
where
pC1~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (am Uq~am!Uq1k~vn2am!
3h1~vn2am ,vn!@FC~vn ,2am!
1F3~2vn ,am!# , ~A54!
PRB 62 16 489DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS IN THE ELECTRON GASpC2~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (am Uq~am!Uq1k~vn2am!h2~am ,vn!@F3~vn ,2am!1F3~2vn ,am!# ~A55!
and
pC3~k ,vn!5E d3q~2p!3 1b (am Uq~am!Uq1k~vn2am!2(p f ~«p!a1
3~vn2am ,p!b1~am ,p!@F3~vn ,2am!1F3~2vn ,am!# . ~A56!
When the am summation has been performed by contour integration and the result is continued into the upper complex
frequency plane, we have (y5v2x)
Im pC1~k ,v1id!5E
0
v dx
p E d
3q
~2p!3XIm@Uq~x1ie!#Im$Uq1k~y1id!h1~y1id ,v!@h1~y1id ,v!1h5~y1id ,v!#%
1Im@Uq1k~y1id!h1~y1id ,v!# Im$Uq~x1ie!@h2~x1ie ,v!1h6~x1ie ,v!#%
12(
p
f ~«p!Im@Uq1k~y1id!h1~y1id ,v!a1~y1id!#Im@Uq~x1ie!b1~x1ie!#
12(
p
f ~«p!Im@Uq1k~y1id!h1~y1id ,v!a2~y1id!#Im@Uq~x1ie!b2~x1ie!#C, ~A57!
Im pC2~k ,v1id!5E
0
v dx
p E d
3q
~2p!3 XIm$Uq1k~y1id!#Im@Uq~x1ie!h2~x1ie ,v!@h2~x1ie ,v!1h6~x1ie ,v!#%
1Im@Uq~x1ie!h2~x1ie ,v!#Im$Uq1k~y1id!@h1~y1id ,v!1h5~y1id ,v!#%
12(
p
f ~«p!Im@Uq~x1ie!h2~x1ie ,v!b1~x1ie!#Im@Uq1k~y1id!a1~y1id ,p!#
12(
p
f ~«p!Im@Uq~x1ie!h2~x1ie ,v!b2~x1ie!#Im@Uq1k~y1id , !a2~y1id ,p!#C, ~A58!
and
Im pC3~k ,v1id!5E
0
v dx
p E d
3q
~2p!3X2(p f ~«p!Im$Uq1k~y1id!a1~y1id ,p!@h1~y1id ,v!1h5~y1id ,v!#%
3Im@Uq~x1ie!b1~x1ie ,p!#12(
p
f ~«p!Im$Uq~x1ie!b1~x1ie ,p!@h2~x1ie ,v!
1h6~x1ie ,v!#%Im@Uq1k~y1id!a1~y1id ,p!#14(
p,p8
f ~«p! f ~«p8!
3Im@Uq1k~y1id!a1~y1id ,p!a1~y1id ,p8!#Im@Uq~x1ie!b1~x1ie ,p!b1~x1ie ,p8!#
14(
p,p8
f ~«p! f ~«p8!Im@Uq1k~y1id!a1~y1id ,p!a2~y1id ,p8!#
3Im@Uq~x1ie!b1~x1ie ,p!b2~x1ie ,p8!#C
. ~A59!
16 490 PRB 62K. STURM AND A. GUSAROVIn the expressions for Im pCi(k ,v) the remaining p and p8
integrals involving the functions a1 , a2 , b1, and b2 can be
expressed in terms of the functions h3 , h4 , h7, and h8 as is
shown below:
2(
p
f ~«p!Re@a1~y1id ,p!#Im@b1~x1ie8,p!#
5~1/4i !$h3~x1ie8,v1ie!2h3~x2ie8,v1ie!
1h3~x1ie8,v2ie!2h3~x2ie8,v2ie!%,
~A60!
2(
p
f ~«p!Re@a2~y1id ,p!#Im@b2~x1ie8,p!#
5~1/4i !$h5~x1ie8,v1ie!2h5~x2ie8,v1ie!
1h5~x1ie8,v2ie!2h5~x2ie8,v2ie!%,
~A61!
2(
p
f ~«p!Re@a1~y1id ,p!#Re@b1~x1ie8,p!#
5~1/4!$h3~x1ie8,v1ie!1h3~x2ie8,v1ie!
1h3~x1ie8,v2ie!1h3~x2ie8,v2ie!
1h4~y1id ,v1ie!1h4~y2id ,v1ie!
1h4~y1id ,v2ie!1h4~y2id ,v2ie!%,
~A62!
2(
p
f ~«p!Re@a2~y1id ,p!#Re@b2~x1ie8,p!#
5~1/4!$h7~x1ie8,v1ie!1h7~x2ie8,v1ie!
1h7~x1ie8,v2ie!1h7~x2ie8,v2ie!
1h8~y1id ,v1ie!1h8~y2id ,v1ie!
1h8~y1id ,v2ie!1h8~y2id ,v2ie!%,
~A63!
2(
p
f ~«p!Im@a1~y1id ,p!#Re@b1~x1ie8,p!#
5H4~q,y ;k,v!, ~A64!
2(
p
f ~«p!Im@a2~y1id ,p!#Re@b2~x1ie8,p!#
5H8~q,y ;k,v!, ~A65!
2(
p
f ~«p!Im@a1~y1id ,p!#Im@b1~x1ie8,p!#
5G4~q,y ;k,v!, ~A66!2(
p
f ~«p!Im@a2~y1id ,p!#Im@b2~x1ie8,p!#
5G8~q,y ;k,v!. ~A67!
In conclusion, the entire set of p and p8 integrals appear-
ing in Im pAB(k ,v) and Im pC(k ,v) is related to the eight
functions hi and can be represented in terms of elementary
functions.
5. q integration limits
Before the numerical integration can be performed we
must determine the integration limits. While the integration
over the internal frequency x extends from 0 to v , the q
integration limits can be determined precisely ~for a given v
and x) in the following way. As is clear from Eq. ~A3!, each
term in Im@pAB(k ,v)1pC(k ,v)# contains a product of two
imaginary parts of complex functions, one depending on x
and the other on y5v2x . These are Im@21/eL(q ,x)# ,
Im@21/eL(uq1ku,y)# or imaginary parts of one of the hi
defined above. Apart from the plasmon poles, which are de-
termined from eL(q ,x)50, and eL(uq1ku,y)50, the loss
functions are nonzero inside the particle-hole pair excitation
spectrum, i.e., ~in our units! for
211A11x<Aq i21q’2 <11A11x ~A68!
and
211A11y<A~q i1k !21q’2 <11A11y , ~A69!
respectively. To demonstrate this for the hi functions we
consider, e.g.,
Im h1~q,y1id;k,v!
;E d3p f ~«p!d~y1«p2«p1k1q!
;E dp i E dp’2 u~12p i22p’2 !d~p02p i!
;u@~12p0!~11p0!# ~A70!
with p05(y2uk1qu2)/(2uk1qu). This means that Im h1
Þ0 provided 211A11y<A(q i1k)21q’2 <11A11y as
a consequence of the Q function and the d function. Analo-
gous manipulations can be performed for the other Im hi to
obtain the q integration limits. The actual integration limits
follow from the cross section of the two q integration re-
gimes related to the product of two imaginary parts.
The integrals with the above integration limits yield the
contribution to Im eABC arising from ph-ph excitations. In
addition, the poles from eL(q ,x) and eL(uq1ku,y) yield con-
tributions due to ph-pl excitation and pl-pl excitations.
PRB 62 16 491DYNAMICAL CORRELATIONS IN THE ELECTRON GASFor the contribution arising from pl-pl excitations the q
integration limits are defined by the section of the two semi-
circles:
0<Aq’2 1q i2<qc , ~A71!
0<Aq’2 1~q i1k !2<qc ~A72!
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